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Group tours | Self-drive packages | City breaks

Terra Nova is a leading incoming tour operator in Iceland. We offer over 40 years of
valuable experience in the market, excellent service, and competitive prices. Terra Nova
is a whole selling company offering the whole range of travel possibilities in Iceland.
With us you are in strong and reliable hands.
Iceland in all seasons

City Breaks for groups or
individual travelers

Iceland is really a destination for all seasons.
You can visit in the summer enjoying the
beautiful nature during the long days of
summer and the midnight sun or you can
come in the winter to hunt for the northern
lights and enjoy all the magnificent winter
adventures that Iceland has to offer.

Group tours
Terra Nova offers a broad spectrum of group
tours. Most of our tours are tailor-made
to fit our customers’ needs at each time.
We offer bus tours for groups of all sizes
with accommodation in all categories. The
emphasis is on classic sightseeing that allows
you to experience both the nature and the
culture of Iceland, travelling in a comfortable
way. We are happy to create and/or adapt
tours according to the special interests of our
clients.

City breaks allow you to discover different
sides of Iceland as you visit the city and
explore the main attractions nearby. We
make all the necessary arrangements for
our clients to enjoy everything Reykjavik
has to offer and to choose from the various
excursions available from Reykjavik.

Fly & Drive packages for individual
travelers
Fly & drive packages are an absolute bestselling product in Iceland for both summer
and winter visitors. Self-drive is a great way
to get to know Iceland and experience it on
your own with your friends or your family
exactly as you prefer. We provide the rental
car, pre-booked accommodation of different
categories and a comprehensive route
description with suggestions of excursions
and visits.

We are at your service!
Terra Nova organizes and operates all the
aspects of your Iceland trip. Through the
years, Terra Nova has gained an excellent
reputation as a wholesale tour operator.
We have highly qualified, creative, and
experienced staff that will provide both
professional and personal service.
We are at your service!
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